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AbsUract--This paper develops optimal algorithms to multiply an n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix by: 
(i) an arbitrary n x m matrix using 2nm - m multiplications; (ii) a symmetric tridiagonal matrix using 
6n - 7 multiplications; and (iii) a tridiagonal matrix using 7n - 8 multiplications. Efficient algorithms are 
also developed to multiply a tddiagonal matrix by an arbitrary matrix, and to multiply two tridiagonai 
matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a ring and let x = (x. . . . . .  xp) T and y = (y~ . . . . .  yq)T be tWO column vectors of 
indeterminates. A system B = {B~ . . . .  , Bm} of bilinear forms is given by 
p q 
Bi = ~, ~ a~kXyk = xTGiy, 
j= lk=l  
where Gi is a p x q matrix with elements in K. The complexity 6(B) of the set of bilinear forms 
is the smallest number of nonscalar multiplications required to compute the B~s. One can show 
that 6 is equal to the smallest number of rank one matrices necessary to include the Gts in their 
span [1]. 
The problem can be reformulated by introducing the characteristic matrix 
G(s) = ~ s, Gi, 
i=l  
where {s~} is a set of new indeterminates. We denote by 6(G(s)) the complexity of the associated 
set of bilinear forms. If P, Q and R are respectively p x p, q x q and m x m nonsingular matrices, 
then 6 (PG(Rs)Q) = t5 (G (s)). 
One of the main open problems in algebraic omplexity theory is the matrix multiplication 
problem: given an m x n matrix X = {xo. }and an n x p matrix Y = {Yjk}, we want to compute their 
product, an m x p matrix whose entries are the bilinear forms 
Zik = ~ xqyjk" 
j=l  
Except for the trivial cases, the only known optimal algorithms correspond to the multiplication 
of 2 x 2 by 2 x n matrices using ['7n/2] multiplications, over Z or Z2 [2]. In this paper we attack 
several special cases. In the next section, we develop optimal algorithms to multiply a symmetric 
tridiagonal matrix respectively by an arbitrary matrix, a symmetric tridiagonal matrix and a 
tridiagonal matrix. In Section 3, we find elegant and efficient algorithms to multiply a tridiagonal 
matrix by an arbitrary matrix and to multiply two tridiagonal matrices. 
Before closing this section we state one theorem from [1] which will be used frequently. 
Theorem 1.I [1] 
Let K = F be a field and let G(s) be a proper characteristic matrix. Then, for 
G(s) = [G,(s) i G~(s)], G(s) LG~(s)J or G(s) = G,(u) + G2(v), 
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we have respectively 
6[Gl(s) i G2(s)] t> min 6[Gl(s) + Gz(s)M] + column rank (G2), 
6 FG' (s) l  [ 2(s J ~> min 3 [G,(s) + UG2(s)] + row rank (G2), 
6(Gl(U) + G2(v)) >/min 6(Gl(U) + G2(Tu)) + dim v. 
T 
( l)  
(2) 
(3) 
2. SYMMETRIC  TR ID IAGONAL MATRIX  MULT IPL ICAT ION PROBLEM 
Let X be an n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix, i.e. 
X= 
- Xl X2 
X2 X 3 X4 
X4 X 5 
X2n - 4 X2n-  3 X2n  2 
X2n - 2 X2n - 1 
First, consider the problem of  multiplying X by an arbitrary n-dimensional vector 
Yl 
Y2 
y ~ • 
Y. 
One equivalent form of  the characteristic matrix is X itself. Let E U be the n x n matrix that consists 
of  1 in the (i,j) entry and 0 elsewhere. Then 
n- I  
G(x)=X= XEi-lEii+ X x2i(Ei, i+l+Ei+l,i) 
i=1 i=1 
= x2i_lf,,+ x2,(E.+,+E,+,.,+E.+E,+,.,+,) 
i=1 iffil 
n - I  n - I  
2 x2,(E. + e,+,.,+ l) = D + x2,M.+,. 
i=1 i= l  
where Mi.i+l = Ei.i+l + E~+l.~+ Eii+ Ei+l,~+l is a rank one matrix and D is a diagonal matrix. 
Hence, 6 (G (x)) ~< n - 1 + 6 (D) ~ n - 1 + n = 2n - 1. On the other hand, dim x = 2n - 1. Hence 
we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 
The complexity of  multiplying an n × n symmetric tridiagonal matrix by an arbitrary vector is 
2n - 1, over any ring. 
Corollary 2.1 
The complexity 6,m of multiplying an n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix by an arbitrary n × m 
matrix satisfies 
J,,,,, ~< (2n - 1)m. 
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Theorem 2.2 
The complexity 6 .  of multiplying an n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix by an arbitrary n x m 
matrix is equal to (2n - 1)m. 
Proof We have to show that (2n - 1)m is a lower bound. The characteristic matrix is: 
Gain(s) = 
S 1 • • • S m 
Sm + l " " " S2m S I • . . S m 
Sm+ l • • • S2m 
S2m + l • • " S3m Sm + l • • " S2m 
S2m + l • " " S3m 
S3m + l " "  " S4m 
Sam - 3m + 1 • • • Sam - 2m 
Sam_2m+ 1 • . . Sam_ m 
Sam _m+l...Sam Sam_ ~ +l . . .Sam-m 
'-fnm-- m + I • • • Sam 
Note that G,_ ~(s) is obtained from Gain(s) by deleting the last two rows and the last m columns. 
Using Theorem 1.1, we get 6(G~(s))~>m +6(t~(s)) where G(s) is obtained from Gain(s) by 
deleting the last m columns and adding linear combinations of them to the remaining ones. In 
t~(s) replace sam_ m + ~, sam_ m + 2 . . . . .  sam by linear combinations of the remaining ones and delete the 
last 2 rows, we get 6(G(s))>t m + 6(G,_~(s)). Therefore, 6(Gain(s))/> 2m + 6(G,_ ~(s)); and this 
is true Vn >/1. Hence 6(G,,(s))/> 2m(n - 1) + 6(G~m(s)). But G~=(s) = [s~, s2 , . . . ,  sm], therefore 
6(Gl=(s)) = m, hence 6(Gain(s)) i> (2n - 1)m. 
Corollary 2.2 
The complexity of multiplying an n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix by an arbitrary n x n 
matrix is 
6 (G,(s)) = 2n2 _ n. 
Secondly, consider now the problem of multiplying two n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrices. 
Let us start with the case when n = 2: 
X = [ xl 
lX2 
The characteristic matrix is 
i S I $2 1 G2(s )= s3 s~+s4 s2 . 83 $4 
/_.emma 2.3 
6 (G2(s)) = 5, over any field of characteristic ~ 2. 
Proof. 
tJ (G2(s))>11+ 6[ ; '  3 
s2 -'l- O~s 3 =3"4 ] 
s4 + s, +/~s3 s2 +/~s41 
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For  the upper bound,  consider the fol lowing five rank-one matrices: 
n I = 0 - -  , n2= - -  l , 
0 0 




n5 = 1 . 
1 
G2(s) = ½(n2 + n3)sl + (½n3 - in2 - n,)s2 + (½n5 - ½n4 + nl)$ 3 + ½(n 4 + 115)$ 4. 
Therefore 6 = 5. 
Before we attack the general case, we need the fol lowing lemma. 
Lemma 2.4 
I f  
I SI $2 $31 H(S)= s2 sl s4 
L$5 $4 s 1 
then 6(H(s))  = 5. 
Proof. 6 (H(s)) >t 5 because dim s = 5. For  the upper bound consider the fol lowing five rank-one 
matrices: 
no 0 , n 2 = 0 , 
0 0 
i1 l i] it !1 n 3 = 1 1 , no  = 1 1 , 
- -1  - -1  1 1 
and 
I :] 
1 1 - -1  
n 5 = t -- 1 . 
- -1  1 
Then 
H(s)  = (n~ + 112 + in3 + ½n4)s I + (n I + n 2 + ½n 3 + ½ns)S 2+ n2s 3 + (n~ + n 2 + ½no + ½ns)s 4+ his 5. 
Therefore 6 = 5. 
Theorem 2.5 
The complexity of  mult ip ly ing two n x n symmetric tr id iagonal  matr ices is 6n - 7, over any field 
o f  characterist ic # 2. 
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Proof. The characteristic matrix is: 
I 
" s  I s 2 , 
r . . . .  i . . . . . . .  - I  
$4  ' S l+ss ,  S2 S3 
_ . . I  . . . .  j 
i $4 35  $6  
I 
i I- . . . . . . . .  
G,(s)= 
"7 
,Ss s9, ss+s lo  s6 sT, 
L . . . . . .  , . . . .  .J I 
I ~9  • I 
I I 
I S I3  . I 
L . . . . . . . .  .J 
Let 
H.(s)= 
n blocks = 
" r  i 
i Ssn -  15 -Jr- ssn - i0 s~m- 14 S5n - 13 I 
I i 
, Ssn - i l  S~- lo  S~_9  i 
i _1___  f - .  
I SSn _ 8 SSn - 7 '1 Ssn - I0 "~ SSn - 6 I Ssn _ 9 
L I 
- I -  




SI S'2 I 
r . . . .  i . . . . . . .  "3 
S 2 i S I " t 'S  5 i $4 S3 
_ _1 . . . .  _1 
I $4  $5  $6  I 
I r . . . . . . . .  -3  
I S 8 S6 I $5 + SIO $9 S7 I 
L . . . . . .  4- . . . .  J I 
I S 9 . I 
I I 
I $13 . I 
L . . . . . . . .  _1 
0 
0 s2 -s4  0 
0 0 0 
0 Sg-S6 0 s6-s9 
0 0 
0 s l4 - - s i i  
0 
S 4 - -  S 2 
2 x 2 blocks and 
3 x 3 blocks• 
r- 
I Ssn -  15 "~" Ssn - I0 S5n-  II SSn-  13 I 
I I 
I SSn- II SSn- I0 $5n-9  I 
I _1___  
t S5n_8 Sym-9 Fi S3n- Io~Ssn-6  I S5n_7 
L. ..J 
I 




SSn - 14 - -  Ssn-  I I 
0 
S~_ 7 - -  S~_  9 
0 
0 
0 s~_9- -$~-?  
0 0 
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Then G.(s) = H~(s) + K~(s). K~(s) has n - 1 nonzero rows, each of them can be generated by one 
rank-one matrix. Therefore 6(K.(s))= n - 1. 
On the other hand, 
~(H~(s))~<6 s~ s2 +6 s4 s5 s6 +. . -+6|s5 ._ .  
s2 Sl s8 s6 ss Lss.-8 
$1 S2 S l J - -~ ln  I 
where 
Similarly, 
SSn - I I S5n - 13q I'- S5n - 7 ] .  
S5 . -10  s5 . -91+|  s5"-6 
SSn - 9 S5n - 10J L.S5n - 7 S5n - 6_1 
+ n2)sl + ½(nl - n2)s~, 
1 
6 Fss.-6 s5.-7] = 2. 
LSs.- 7 ss._ 61 
By Lemma 2.4, the complexity of each of the remaining 3 × 3 blocks is equal to 5. Therefore, 
6(H.(s)) ~< 4 + 5(n - 2) = 5n - 6. Hence 6(G.(s)) ~< n - 1 + 5n - 6 = 6n - 7. 
For the lower bound, note that 
G.(s )= 
G._ 1(~) 
0. . .0  $5n-8  S5n-7  
0. . .0  0 0 
0 
6 
SSn - 13 
S5n - 9 
SSn-  10 "~ $5n-6  





S5n - 9 
S5n - 6 
where G._~(s-) is the characteristic matrix of multiplying two (n -  1)x (n -  1) symmetric tri- 
diagonal matrices, and 
= s - {s~._ ~3, s~._ 9, s~._ 8, s , . _  7, s~._ 6}. 
Add linear combinations of the last column to the remaining ones, and use Theorem 1.1, then 
delete the last row, we get 
0 
0 
6.  _ #3 
3(G.(s))/> 1 + 6 S5n-13 , 
S5n - 9 
* • • • * S5n - 8 "~- 0~3S5n - 9 $5n - 7 -4~ 0~285n _ 9 SSn - 10 "~ S5n - 6 + OC I S5n - 9 
Replace Ss._ 6, Ss._ 7, Ss._ 8, Ss._ 9 and s~._ 13 by linear combinations of the remaining ones, then delete 
the last row and last column, we get: 
di(G.(s)) >/6 + 6(G._ ,~)), 
and this is true Vn >I 2. Therefore, 
6(G.(s))/> 6(n - 2) + 6(G2(s)). 
By Lemma 2.3, 6(G2(s))= 5, hence, dt(G.(s))t> 6n -7 .  
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Thirdly, let Y be a tridiagonal matrix, i.e. 
Yl Y2 
Y3 Y4 Y5 
Y6 Y7 Y8 
y= 
Y3n - 6 Y3n  - 5 Y3n - 4 
Y3n- 3 Y3n- 2 











I 3 '5n-  I1 
3 '5n-  14 
3"5n- 10 
3'5n - 7 
3 '~ - 9 
3'5n - 6 
3'5n - 7 
Lemma 2.6 
I f  
H -- 3'2 3'1 
3'2 
then 6(H) ffi 3. 
Proof. Notice that H = (nt + n2)3'1 + (n2 + u3)s2, where 
[ii] [iil [i !] n I = - -  , n2 = and n3 = - • 
Therefore, 6 (H)6  3. On the other hand, 6(H)>i  3 because row rank (H)ffi 3. 
Lemma 2. 7 







then 6(H) = 5. 
3'5n - 9 
$5,n - 6 
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0 0 0 -  
1 1 0 
0 0 0 , 
0 0 0 






-0 0 0- 
0 0 0 
ns= 0 0 0 
0 0 -1  
0 0 1 
Then H = (nl + n2)sl + (n: + n3 + n4)s: + (n4 + ns)s3. Therefore 5(H) ~< 5. But row rank (H) = 5, 
therefore 6(FI) = 5. 
Theorem 2.8 
The complexity of multiplying a symmetric tridiagonal matrix by a tridiagonal matrix is 7n - 8 
over any ring. 
Proof. For the upper bound, notice that G~(s) can be decomposed into: 
(a) n -2  blocks of the form 
(b) the 2 blocks 







$4 S I and |Ssn- 6 S5,,-9 , 
$4 S5n - 6..] 
$3, $7~' $8~ • " • ~ S5n- 13~ S5n- 12~ S5n-8" 
Using the previous two lemmas, we get 
6(Gn(s)) ~< 5(n - 2) + 6 + 2(n - 2) = 7n - 8. 
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For the lower bound, notice that Gn_ ~(s) is obtained from G,(s) by deleting the last two rows 
and the last three columns: 
G~(s)= 
G~_~(s) 
S5n - 8 S5n - 7 
SSn - 13 
S5n - 9 
SSn - 6 S5n - 10 S5n - 9 
S5n - 7 S5n - 6 
Delete the last two columns and add linear combinations to the remaining ones, we get 
~(G.(s)) >i 2 + a(Gn(s)). 
Replace Ss~_ 13, s5~-9, Ssn_ s, Ss~_ 7 and Ss~_ 6 by linear combinations of the remaining indeterminates, 
then delete the last two rows and the last column of ~(s ) ,  we get 
,~(a,(s)) i> 7 + 6(G~_ ,(s)) 
and this is true Vn >/3. Hence 6(Gn(s)) I> 7(n - 2) + 6(G2(s ) )  , where 
I 
S1 S 2 ] 




¢$(G2(s)) >/2 + 6 s3 + ~lst +/~ls2 
k °~ls3 "[- / ~1S4 
,2 1 s4 + ~2s~ +/~2s2 
~2S3 -I- /~2S4 J 
=6.  
Therefore 
6 (Gn(s)) I> 7(n - 2) + 6 = 7n - 8. 
3. TR ID IAGONAL MATRIX MULTIPLICATION PROBLEM 
Let X be a tridiagonal matrix, i.e. 
X_- 
XI X3 
X2 X4 X6 
X5 X7 X9 
X3n - 5 
X3n - 4 
X3n - 3 
X3n - 2 
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First consider the problem of multiplying X by an arbitrary n x n matrix. Let us start with the 




_.~jlS,o s,, I 
a,(s)  = $5 1~ $7 I SV~ 
13 SII SI2 
S15 S16 
~93 S~o] s ,  s~2 




0 s2 ] 
S 3 $4 
H(s) = 
SI S2 
S 3 $4 
then 6(H(s) )= 6, over any ring. 
Proof. Consider the following rank-one matrices: [;00::1 i0 0::1 000 0 -10  n I = , n2 = 
0 1 --1 0 
0 0 1 0 
I: °°o o :] [:OOo l 
n4 = , n5 = , 
-1  O - O 0 
1 0 0 -1  
Then 
, n3 = 
0 6 ~--- 
iioo i] -1  1 - 0 0 
0 0 [ 000 
1 - -1 1 
1 - l  1 
- -1 1 -1  
H(s) = n~st + (n~ + n 2 + n5 + n6)s2 + (nt + n 3 + n4 + nr)s3 + (n~ + n 4 + ns + nr) &. 
Therefore 6 ~< 6. On the other hand, 
Lemma 3.2 
If 
/>2+oISls3 saS21 =6.  
s3 S4 + S2 1 
/ -7(s)= s2 s, s2 
--S 2 S 3 S4 
then 5(H(s)) = 5. 
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Proof From the proof of Lemma 3.1, one can see that 
¢~ (Jl~(s)) = 6(H(s) - n2s2). 
But 
H(S)  - -  n252 --  n l s  I -[- (n I - I -n 5 Jr- n6)s  2 -I- (n I -I- n 3 -~- n 4 Jr- n6)s  3 "Jr- (n  I -I- !14 -J¢- n 5 Jr- n6)s  4. 
Therefore, 6(R(s)) = 5. 
Lemma 3.3 
If 











$1 82 --S4 
$3 S 4 S 4 
S I $2-'['-8 4 
S6"3Ls4 S 7 
S4 S 4 S 5 
--S 4 S 6 $7 
By the previous lemma, each block can be generated by five rank-one matrices. Therefore, 6 ~< 11. 






Replacing sl, s2, s3, ss, ss, s7 by multiples of s4 and using Theorem 1.1, we get 
I 





The complexity of multiplying a 4 x 4 tridiagonal matrix by an arbitrary 4 x 4 matrix satisfies 
6 (G4(s)) ~< 34. 
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Proof It is enough to notice that G4(s) can be decomposed into two blocks of the same form 
as in Lemma 3.3, and two blocks of the same form as in I .emma 3.1. 
Corollary 3.4.1 
I f  n = 4m then the complexity of multiplying a 4 × 4 tridiagonal matrix by an arbitrary 4 × n 
matrix satisfies 
,~(a,.(s)) ~< ~ n. 
Corollary 3.4.2 






X5 X7 X9 
X$ Xl0 
X13 X15 
X14 X16 X18 
Xl? X19 X21 
X2o X22 0 
Then the complexity of multiplying X by an arbitrary n x n matrix satisfies 
~<~n ~ 
Corollary 3.4.3 
I f  n = 4m then the complexity of multiplying an n × n tridiagonal matrix by an arbitrary n × n 
matrix satisfies 
6(G,(s)) ~< ~n 2 - 2n. 
Corollary 3.4.4 
,~(6.(s)) ~< ~ n ~ + O(n). 
Remark 1 
By Theorem 2.2, we have 
over any ring. 
6(G.(s)) I> 2n ~ - n, 
Remark 2 
One can easily show that 
over ~r or -~2. 
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Secondly, consider now the problem of  multiplying two n x n tridiagonal matrices. The 














__ [  Sll 
S15 
S5n - 15 SSn - 14 
SSn - 11 S5n - 10 
S5n - 8 SSn - 7 
SSn- 13 
$5n-9 
S5n - 6 
S5n - 10 "%n - 9 
$5n-7 S5n-6 
By Lemma 3.1, each of  the n - 1 blocks can be generated by six rank-one matrices. The remaining 
terms can be generated by 2n -3  rank-one matrices. Therefore, 
6(H,(s)) ~< 6(n - t) + 2n - 3 = 8n - 9. 
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.8, one can show that 
6(H.(s))>/7(n -2 )+6 




Let us summarize the above results in the following theorem. 
=7n -7 .  
Theorem 3.5 
The complexity of  multiplying two n x n tridiagonal matrices satisfies 
7n - 7 ~< 6 (H,(s)) <~ 8n - 9, 
over any ring. 
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